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Modeling observer stress: A computational
approach
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Abstract. Stress is a major problem in our society today and poses major concerns for the future. It is important to gain an
objective understanding of how average individuals respond to events they observe in typical environments they encounter. We
developed a computational model of stress based on objective human responses collected from human observers of environments.
In the process, we investigated whether a computational model can be developed to recognize observer stress in abstract virtual
environments (text), virtual environments (films) and real environments (real-life settings) using physiological and physical
response sensor signals. Our work proposes an architecture for a computational observer stress model. The architecture was used
it to implement models for the different types of environments. Sensors appropriate to the different types of environment were
investigated where the aims were to achieve unobtrusive methods for stress response signal collection, reduce encumbrance and
hence, enhance methods to capture natural observer behaviors and produce stress models that recognized stress more robustly.
We discuss the motivations for each investigation and detail the experiments we conducted to collect stress data sets for observers
of the different types of environments. We describe individual-independent artificial neural network and support vector machine
based model classifiers that were developed to recognize stress patterns from observer response signals. The classifiers were
extended to include a genetic algorithm which was used to select features that were better for stress recognition and reduce the
use of redundant features. The outcomes of this research provide a possible future extension on managing stress objectively.

Keywords: Stress modeling, stress classification, stress sensors, computational stress, physiological signals, physical signals,
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1. Introduction

The term stress, was coined by Hans Selye and he
defined it as “the non-specific response of the body to
any demand for change” [1]. Stress is the body’s reac-
tion or response to the imbalance caused between de-
mands and resources available to a person. It is seen as
a natural alarm, resistance and exhaustion [2] system
for the body to prepare for a fight or flight response to
protect the body from threats and changes. Stress can
be good for a person, including providing motivation
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and joy, but it can also be dangerous depending of the
intensity, duration and frequency.

Selye defined two forms of stress – eustress and dis-
tress. Good stress, eustress, results in a more favorable
and positive state whereas bad stress, distress, leads
to an eventual negative biased (emotional, mental or
physical) state. Some indicators of eustress have been
defined to be pleasurable psychological states, positive
emotions (e.g. joy, happiness, and excitement), hope
and meaningfulness. In this paper, stress will be re-
ferred to negative stress in the dimension towards dis-
tress, tension, fear and anger.

When experienced for longer periods without being
managed, stress has been widely recognized as a major
growing concern. It has the potential to cause chronic
illnesses (e.g. cardiovascular diseases [3], diabetes and
some forms of cancer [4]) and increase economic costs
in societies, especially in developed countries [5–7].
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Benefits of stress research range from improving day-
to-day activities, through increasing work productiv-
ity to benefitting the wider society motivating interest,
making it a beneficial area of research and posing some
difficult technical challenges for Computer Science.

There are various forms of stressors i.e. demands
or stimuli that cause stress [8–12]. Some situations
where stressors emerge are when playing a video (ac-
tion) game [13,14], solving a difficult mathematical
or logical problem [15], listening to energetic mu-
sic [13], conducting a surgical operation [16], driving
a car [11,17,18] and flying an airplane [19,20]. Under
all these circumstances, the literature has generally re-
ported the effect of stressors on individuals who inter-
acted with stressors directly or were directly involved
in the situation and in the environment. The work in
this paper investigates the effect of a typical environ-
ment on an observer. The observer sees a setting that
has a stressor caused by individuals in the setting and
other individuals in the environment who interact with
the stressor. This means that the observer does not have
any influence on the environment, but is likely to en-
gage emotionally and intellectually with the events in
which they are present albeit passively. Our work is
concerned with modeling computed stress [21] for ob-
servers that is we aim to develop computational mod-
els of observer stress based on instantaneous stress re-
sponse signals obtained by non-invasive methods. We
use the term stress response signals to mean sensor sig-
nals that show stress symptoms. The effect of an en-
vironment with different settings (e.g. the effect of the
same environment in different room sizes or different
lighting conditions) on an observer was not a focus for
this research but forms a part of the future work.

Stressful events or emergency situations cause dy-
namic changes in the human body and they can be ob-
served by changes in the body’s response signals that
is, the externally measurable reactions. These response
signals are involuntarily caused by the Autonomic Ner-
vous System, which is made up of the Sympathetic
Nervous System (SNS) and the Parasympathetic Ner-
vous System (PNS). When the body is under stress, ac-
tivity in the SNS increases and dominates the activi-
ties produced by the PNS, which changes the body’s
response signals. The response signals obtained from
non-invasive methods that reflect reactions of individ-
uals and their bodies to stressful situations have been
used to interpret stress. These measures have provided
a basis for defining stress objectively.

Stress response signals used in this paper fall into
two categories – physiological and physical signals.

Physiological signals that have been usually used for
stress analysis include electroencephalogram
(EEG) [13,22–25], galvanic skin response (GSR) [26,
27], electrocardiogram (ECG) [28,29] and blood pres-
sure (BP) [30]. We define physical signals as defined
in [21] as signals where “changes by the human body
can be seen by humans without the need for equip-
ment or tools that need to be attached to individuals to
detect general fluctuations”. Sophisticated equipment
and sensors using vision technologies are still needed
to obtain physical signals at sampling rates sufficient
for data analysis and modeling as used in this paper.
Physical signals include video recordings of a person
and eye movement behavior [31,32].

Our aim is to develop a computational model of
stress based on objective human responses collected
from human observers of environments. The model
will be used to recognize and predict stress of a per-
son during an environment they encounter. The envi-
ronments will range from abstract virtual environments
(text) through virtual environments (film) to real en-
vironments with real human interactions. The stress
response signals collected are based on the environ-
ment and associated sensors suited to observers. The
physiological signals used to develop models are ECG,
EEG, GSR and BP, and the physical signals used are
eye gaze and pupil dilation (PD) signals and videos
of observer faces in thermal (TS) and visible (VS)
spectrums. Stress response signals are used to develop
computational models for modeling and recognizing
stress for each type of environment. Our work presents
a new dimension to stress research in that it models
stress based on objective perceptions of observers as
opposed to perceptions of humans directly interacting
with stressors.

ECG signals show electrical activity produced by
an impulse of ions flowing through cardiac muscles,
which dissipates into the region around the heart with
diminished amounts spreading around the surface of
the body. The main electrical signals are produced by
cardiac cells depolarizing and repolarizing. Depolar-
izing occurs due to the flow of ions accompanying
atrial heart muscle constriction which results in a P
wave. The impulse then travels through the ventricles
of the heart causing septal depolarization, early ven-
tricular depolarization followed by late ventricular de-
polarization. This series forms a QRS wave, the domi-
nant wave. After the completion of depolarization, ven-
tricular cells repolarize by restoring it to resting po-
larity, resulting in a T wave. An example of a stress
feature in ECG signals is the decrease in R-R inter-
vals [28].
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EEG signals were used to capture neural activity
in the brain of an observer of an environment. An
EEG signal records complex electrical waveforms at
the scalp formed by action electrical potentials during
synaptic excitations and inhibitions of dendrites in the
brain. Previous research shows that relationships exist
between brain activity and stress [13,22–25].

Another type of physiological signal obtained from
an observer of an environment in this work was GSR.
GSR enables measurement of the flow of electricity
through the skin of a person. When the person is under
stress, the activity in the SNS causes an increase in the
moisture on the skin, which increases the flow of elec-
tricity. As a result, it increases skin conductance [33].
Conversely, the skin conductance is reduced when the
individual becomes less stressed. The fluctuations in
skin conductance are recorded as changes in GSR.

Blood pressure (BP) is the pressure exerted on the
walls of blood vessels due to blood circulation and
varies between a systolic (maximum) and a diastolic
(minimum) pressure. An increase BP has been related
with increase in stress [34].

Eye gaze provides information on an individual’s at-
tention source, and enables deducing the individual’s
mental states and intentions. Using eyes to focus on
a particular object on a computer screen for a greater
period of time and frequent focuses on the object are
characteristics that correlate with stress levels [33].
The types of measures obtained from eye gaze for mea-
suring stress include gaze spatial distribution and per-
centage of saccadic eye movement [33,35].

Pupil dilation has been examined for stress detec-
tion [36]. It has been reported in the literature that if
an individual’s pupil dilation increases or the pupil di-
lates at a higher frequency [37,38], then the individual
is possibly in a stressed state [33].

A relatively new area of research is analyzing stress
using facial data from videos in the thermal spectrum.
Blood flow through superficial blood vessels, which
are situated under the skin and above the bone and
muscle layer of the human body allow thermal images
to be captured. It has been reported in the literature that
stress can be successfully detected from thermal imag-
ing [9] due to changes in skin temperature under stress.
Facial expressions have been analyzed [39] and classi-
fied [40–42] using thermal imaging but we can find no
literature on computational models for stress analysis
using the feature definitions and models we present in
this work.

Various computational methods have been used to
objectively define and classify stress to differentiate

conditions causing stress from other conditions [21].
The methods developed have used models formed from
Bayesian networks [33,43], decision trees [44] fuzzy
models [45] and support vector machines (SVMs) [8].
Previous work has developed stress classification or
stress recognition models for detecting stress for par-
ticular stress stimuli or environments. We propose a
general architecture for an observer stress model and
use it to model stress for different types of environ-
ments and different sets of stress response signals. The
models developed are based on either a SVM or an ar-
tificial neural network (ANN).

Significantly large numbers of stress features can
be derived from stress response signals and presented
as input to stress computational models. However be-
sides useful features, this set of features can include
redundant and irrelevant features [46,47] which may
swamp the more effective features showing stress pat-
terns. As a consequence, this could cause a classifier
to learn weaker stress patterns and produce lower qual-
ity classifications. Since this paper deals with sensor
data, some features may suffer from corruption as well.
In order to achieve a good classification model which
is robust to such potential features that may reduce
the performance of classifications, appropriate feature
selection must take place. A genetic algorithm (GA),
which is a global search algorithm, could be used to
select subsets of features for optimizing stress classi-
fications. GAs have been successfully used to select
features derived from physiological signals [48–50]. In
this work, a GA is used to determine whether a smaller
subset of stress features exists that better capture ob-
server stress patterns.

This paper proposes a method for modeling observer
stress computationally and proposes a general archi-
tecture for an observer stress model. It details the ex-
periments conducted to collect stress response sensor
signal data from observers of three different environ-
ments – abstract virtual environment (AVE), virtual en-
vironment (VE) and real environment (RE). Then it
develops models from the architecture and describes
the individual-independent computational models de-
veloped based on an ANN and an SVM to classify
stress of observers in each of the different types of en-
vironments. It describes a hybrid of a GA and ANN,
and a hybrid of a GA and SVM model systems to
optimize features for stress classification. Further, it
presents the results of the models on the collected data
sets for the different environments and analyses the re-
sults. The paper concludes with a summary of the find-
ings and suggests directions for future work.

The main contributions of our work are:
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1. An architecture for the computational observer
stress model;

2. Computational models of observer stress for ob-
server stress recognition using real-world data
sets formed from sensor signals and human re-
ports; and

3. Real-world observer stress data sets for abstract
virtual environments, virtual environments and
real environments.

2. Data collection

Experiments were conducted to collect real-world
observer data sets for abstract virtual environments
(AVEs), virtual environments (VEs) and real environ-
ments (REs). The data sets are made up of physiologi-
cal and physical sensor data and human reported data.
The experiments differed on the type of sensor data
collected and environment settings for the observer,
who was the experiment subject. Data was collected
from subjects suited to the environment and this ex-
plains the different types of sensor data collected for
the environments.

Before the start of each experiment, the experiment
participant had to understand the requirements of the
experiment from a written set of experiment instruc-
tions and what was involved in the experiment with
the guidance of the experiment instructor. Participants
were told that the study involved investigating and
analysing behavioural styles, attitudes and reactions to
various types of events in a typical environment. Af-
ter providing their consent to participate in the experi-
ment, the experiment instructor attached sensors to the
participant so while they viewed environments, their
stress response signals were recorded. Afterwards, the
participant completed a survey to validate the pre-
assigned labels to the environments and provide infor-
mation on how they felt while seeing the environments.

There were five data sets collected and are described
as follows:

AVE-Data The data set for AVE contains ECG, GSR,
BP, eye gaze and pupil dilation signal sensor data and
human reported data from observers. ECG, GSR and
BP signal data were recorded at a sampling rate of
1000 Hz and eye gaze and pupil dilation signal data
were obtained at 60 Hz.

VE-Contactsensor-Data The data set for VE with
stress response signals sourced from contact sensors

contains ECG, GSR, BP, EEG, eye gaze and pupil di-
lation signals and human reported data from observers.
ECG, GSR and BP signal data were recorded at a sam-
pling rate of 1000 Hz, EEG signal data was recorded
at 128 Hz, and eye gaze and pupil dilation signal data
were obtained at 60 Hz.

VE-NonObtrusiveSensor-Data The data set for VE
with stress response signals sourced from non-obtru-
sive sensors contains EEG, GSR, eye gaze and pupil
dilation signals, videos of faces of observers in TS
and VS, and human reported data. EEG signals were
recorded at a sampling rate of 128 Hz, eye gaze and
pupil dilation signals were sampled at 60 Hz, the GSR
signal was sampled at 0.0167 Hz, and the videos were
recorded at 32 Hz.

RE-Interview-Data The data set for RE contains EEG,
GSR EEG signals videos of faces of observers in TS,
and human reported data. were sourced at a sampling
rate of 128 Hz, thermal videos were sampled at 32 Hz
with the frame width and height of 640 and 480 pix-
els respectively and GSR signals were sourced with a
sampling rate of 0.0167 Hz.

RE-Meditation-Data The data set has the same types
of data as RE-Interview-Data.

2.1. Data collection: Abstract virtual environments
(AVEs)

A reading experiment was conducted to acquire
stress data sets for AVEs. The physiological signals
collected comprised of ECG, GSR and BP signals, and
the physical signals were the eye gaze and PD signals.

Thirty-five undergraduate students were recruited as
experiment participants. The participant cohort was
made up of 25 males and 10 females over the age of
18 years old. Data was collected from participants in an
experiment room, which was made up of two smaller
rooms – Acquisition and Inquisition rooms. Each par-
ticipant sat in the Inquisition room to have their sig-
nals captured during set tasks while the experiment in-
structor controlled the data collection and task settings
from the Acquisition room. Before the start of each
experiment i.e. data collection process from one par-
ticipant, the lab room was set up with the tempera-
ture set at 22◦C, Acquisition and Inquisition comput-
ers with required applications started, consent forms
and assessment sheets placed at appropriate locations
in the room, and all sensor equipment initialized and
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Fig. 1. The Inquisition room for the reading experiment where experiment participants did the experiment. (Colours are visible in the online
version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-140216)

ready to be attached to a participant. The experiment
instructor controlled the data acquisition, text that par-
ticipants had to read and the room settings of the Inqui-
sition room from the Acquisition room. The participant
read text while their measurements were recorded in
the Inquisition room. A photo of the Inquisition room
is presented in Fig. 1.

Each subject had physiological and physical mea-
surements taken over the 12 minutes reading time pe-
riod. During the reading period, a participant read
stressed and non-stressed types of text validated by
participants. Stressed text had stressful content in the
direction towards distress, fear or tension. Each partic-
ipant read three stressed and three non-stressed text.
Each text had approximately 360 words and was dis-
played on a computer monitor for participants to read.
For consistency, each text was displayed on a 1050 ×
1680 pixel Dell monitor, displayed for 60 seconds and
positioned at the same location of the computer screen
for each participant. Each line of the paragraph had 70
characters including spaces.

Physiological and physical sensor signals were cap-
tured from each participant over the experiment time.
Biopac ECG100C, Biopac GSR100C and Finapres
Finger Cuff systems were used to take ECG, GSR and
blood pressure recordings respectively. The Biopac
GSR100C system sourced GSR data through dispos-
able EL507 GSR electrodes, which were placed on the
first (or index) and fourth (ring) fingers of the partici-
pant’s left hand. The sensors had to be attached to the
participant 5 minutes before data acquisition so that
appropriate signals could be recorded. For acquiring
ECG signals, the Biopac ECG100C system was con-
nected with disposable EL503 ECG electrodes, which
were placed on the participant’s left and right wrists.

Further, the Finapres Finger Cuff system was attached
to the participant’s third (or middle) finger of the left
hand to acquire BP signals. Eye gaze and pupil dilation
signals were obtained using Seeing Machines Face-
LAB system with a pair of infrared cameras at 60 Hz.
Unlike the method for capturing physiological signals,
acquisition of eye gaze and pupil dilation signals were
not obtrusive because it captured the signals through
visual sensors.

2.2. Data collection: Virtual environments (VEs)

An experiment was conducted to collect stress re-
sponse signals of individuals while they watched films.
Twenty five undergraduate students were recruited as
experiment participants. The participant cohort was
made up of 15 males and 10 females between the ages
of 18 and 30 years.

The experiment room had a similar setup as the ex-
periment room that was used for the Reading experi-
ment detailed in Section 2.1, except that this experi-
ment had EEG sensors and that participants watched
film clips instead of reading text. The process of the
experiment followed by the participant was also sim-
ilar to the Reading experiment. After the participant
provided their consent to participate in the experiment,
the experiment instructor attached ECG, GSR, BP and
EEG sensors to the participant and calibrated the eye
tracking sensors. The participant was seated in front of
a TFT-LCD display screen, which was placed between
two speakers of the surround sound system. The dis-
tance between the screen and subject was in the range
between 70 and 90 cm. The instructor started the films,
which triggered a blank screen with a countdown of
the numbers “3”, “2” and “1” transitioning in and out
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the equipment setup for the reading
experiment. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-140216)

slowly, one after the other. The reason for the count-
down display and the blank screen was for participants
to move away from their thoughts at the time and get
ready to pay attention to the films that were about to
start. This approach was used in experiments for sim-
ilar work done in the literature [51]. Subsequent to
the countdown display, a blank screen was shown for
15 seconds, which was followed by a sequence of film
clips with 5 second blank screens in between. The film
clips were made up of stressed and non-stressed films
and each film was approximately one minute in length.
After the films finished, the participant was asked to
do an assessment on the films to validate the film la-
bels. In total, the experiment took approximately thirty
minutes.

Film clips were categorized by the type of environ-
ment they created. Stressed films had stressful con-
tent in the direction towards distress, fear and tension
whereas the non-stressed films had content that created
an illusion of meditation or soothing environments.

Primary stress signals were captured using the same
method and equipment in the Reading experiment. Ad-
ditionally, EEG signals from the Emotiv EPOC [52]
device was obtained as well. The signals were captured
at a sampling rate of 128 Hz.

A schematic diagram of the equipment setup for the
film experiment is provided in Fig. 3. The experiment
instructor controlled the film clips that the experiment
participant watched from the Acquisition computer.
The computer was also used to control the participant’s
response signal acquisition and synchronize the signals
while the films were shown to the participant. Acqui-
sition software applications for eye tracking and EEG
signals required relatively greater amounts of computer
memory and processing. In order to ensure that it did
not affect the acquisition of the other signals, there was
a computer designated for eye tracking signal acquisi-
tion and another computer for EEG signals.

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the equipment setup for the film ex-
periment. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-140216)

2.3. Data collection: Real environments (REs)

Two experiments were conducted to collect real-
world observer data sets for RE. The experiments dif-
fered on the type of real-life setting for the observer,
who was the experiment subject. One experiment had
an interview setting (Interview experiment) and the
other experiment had a meditation setting (Meditation
experiment). Each experiment had a scripted role-play
to create a consistent real world environment that an
observer viewed while they had their EEG signals,
GSR signals and thermal videos recorded. EEG signals
were sourced using the Emotiv system, GSR signals
were sourced by the BodyBugg system developed by
SenseWear and thermal videos were captured using the
FLIR infrared camera model SC620 [53].

Each experiment took approximately 30 minutes
which included a role-play that took 15 minutes. A
role-play was acted out by six people. There were one
or more viewers of the environment who took notes
of the environment and watched the role-play just like
the observer. The viewers’ reports validated the stress
classes for the environments.

In total, there were 25 observers who had their stress
signals recorded and 40 viewers. The observer cohort
was made up of 10 males and 15 females between
the ages of 16 and 25 years. There were 12 observers
for the Interview experiment and 13 observers for the
Meditation experiment.

2.3.1. Data collection for the interview environment
The Interview experiment had an interview setting

with the aim of stimulating a stressful environment.
The interview role-play had five Interviewers who in-
terviewed one Interviewee for a hypothetical job posi-
tion. The Interview Observer and the Interview Viewer
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Setup for the interview environment. The interview environ-
ment had interviewers and an interviewee. The interview observer
and interview viewer watched the interview. The observer had their
physiological and physical signals recorded and the viewer took
notes of the interview. (a) A schematic diagram of the interview ex-
periment setup. (b) A photograph of the data acquisition system. (c)
A photograph of the interview setting setup. (Colours are visible
in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-
140216)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Setup for the meditation environment. The meditation en-
vironment used a meditation conductor and meditation clients. The
meditation observer and meditation viewer watched the meditation.
The observer had their physiological and physical signals recorded
and the viewer took notes of the meditation. (a) A schematic diagram
of the meditation experiment setup. (b) A photograph of the data ac-
quisition system. (c) A photograph of the meditation setting setup.
(Colours are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.
org/10.3233/ IDT-140216)
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the computational observer stress model.

watched the interview with the aim to determine which
Interviewer was more confrontational towards the In-
terviewee. This was a mechanism to ensure the Inter-
view Observer and the Interview Viewer focus on the
environment during the experiment. The setup of the
Interview experiment is presented in Fig. 5.

The results from the survey completed by the Inter-
view Viewers were used to define stress classes for the
different stages of the role-play. This was also done to
assess stress classes for the meditation role-play in the
Meditation Experiment. The role-play was divided into
7 stages of approximately equal time. Only the viewer
knew about the stages so that they could fill in the ques-
tionnaire for the different stages.

Survey results showed that earlier stages of the in-
terview were more tense or stressful and as the inter-
view progressed through the later stages, the interview
environment became less stressful. The first stage was
the most stressful and the last stage was the least stress-
ful with p < 0.01 according to the Wilcoxon statistical
test.

2.3.2. Data collection for the meditation environment
The environment for the Meditation experiment had

the aim of simulating a calm environment. For the
meditation role-play, there was a Meditation Conduc-
tor, who led the meditation by reading out a meditation
script that the five Meditation Clients had to listen to
and follow.

The experiment instructor provided tasks to the
Meditation Observer and the Meditation Viewer to

watch the meditation and determine which client med-
itated the most. This was a mechanism to draw their
attention away from the Meditation Conductor and not
act like one of the Meditation Clients – that is, to avoid
taking part in the meditation and meditating them-
selves. Figure 6 shows the setup for the Meditation ex-
periment.

The results from the survey showed that viewers
found the level of stress the meditation created reduced
as the meditation went into the later stages. They found
watching the last stage of the meditation was the least
stressful. According to the Wilcoxon statistical test, the
first two stages of the meditation were more stressful
compared to all the other stages and the last two stages
were not stressful with p < 0.01.

3. Computational observer stress model
architecture

Computational models of observer stress are based
on perceptions of observers as opposed to stress mod-
els reported in literature, which use perceptions of hu-
mans who directly interact with stressors. We propose
an architecture for the computational models of ob-
server stress, a new perspective in modeling stress,
which we present in Fig. 7. The model captures the en-
vironment that a human observer sees, uses the human
response signals and their stress assessment of the en-
vironment to develop a computational system to eval-
uate observer stress. Details of the components in the
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Fig. 7. A thermal facial volume of an observer. (Colours are visible
in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-
140216)

architecture of the computational model are provided
below.

3.1. Observer

A human observer will see events in an environment
and show responses that will be captured by physio-
logical and physical sensors.

3.2. Environments

The paper will investigate modeling observer stress
for three different types of environments, which are ab-
stract virtual environments (text), virtual environments
(films) and real environments (i.e. environments with
real life humans interacting with one another).

3.3. Primary measures

Human responses will be captured from observers
while they see an environment. The responses will in-
clude physiological signals (e.g. EEG, ECG and GSR),
physical signals (e.g. eye gaze and pupil dilation sig-
nals) and human assessment for stress of the environ-
ment. The physiological and physical signals will be
sourced by sensors. Responses from surveys will be
analyzed to determine the human assessment for stress
of the environment.

3.4. Processors

The human responses captured will be processed
using signal processing and statistical techniques to

develop stress features. The functions of the proces-
sors include data alignment and synchronization, data
cleaning, data transformation and feature extraction.

3.5. Optimizer

Features will be optimized with an aim for the com-
putational model to capture general stress patterns in
the stress data. The stress feature optimizer system
could be based on correlation based or evolutionary al-
gorithm based techniques.

3.6. Stress model

A computational stress model will have a knowledge
base of the stress patterns in the stress data for observer
stress recognition. The model could be based on a clas-
sification technique such as a support vector machine.
The ground truth will be defined from the processed
and optimized human assessment response and will be
used to determine the quality of the model.

3.7. Stress evaluator

Observer stress will be recognized or evaluated us-
ing a stress model based on the stress data.

4. Computational models for stress classification

Stress classification models were built using fea-
tures derived from the stress response signals of ob-
servers for the different environments. There were four
types of classification models – a SVM model, an ANN
model, a hybrid of a GA and SVM (GA-SVM), and
a hybrid of a GA and ANN (GA-ANN). Feature val-
ues were provided as inputs to each of the classifica-
tion models to classify observer stress using the stress
features for each type of environment.

4.1. Model input

Features were derived from the collected stress re-
sponse signals, which formed inputs to an observer
stress classification model. The feature set included
temporal features of the physiological and physical sig-
nals. Thermal videos of observers’ faces were divided
up into salient volumes where each volume had some
section of facial regions (e.g. mid-forehead) in time se-
ries, which formed signals for feature extraction. The
signals were segmented into 5 second time intervals
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Table 1
EEG frequency band categories

Band category Frequency range Person’s state
Beta 13–30 Alertness or anxiety
Alpha 8–13 Relaxation
Theta 4–8 Dream sleep or phase between

consciousness and drowsiness
Delta 0.5–4 Coma or deep sleep

with an overlap of 50%. Statistic and measure values
of the segments formed the stress feature set. These
statistic values included the mean, standard deviation,
kurtosis, skewness, interquartile range, minimum and
maximum. Features derived from EEG signals also in-
cluded statistics of signals in different frequency bands
and measurements for Hjorth parameters and fractal
dimensions. Measures such as the number of peaks for
periodic signals, the distance an eye covered, the num-
ber of forward and backward tracking fixations, and
the proportion of the time the eye fixated on different
regions of the computer screen over 5 second intervals
were also obtained.

For a thermal video of an observer’s face during
the course of the experiment, facial regions in the
video were extracted and divided up into sections as in
Fig. 8. A face detection method based on eye coordi-
nates [54,55] and a template matching algorithm was
used to extract a face region. A template of a facial
region was developed from the first frame of a ther-
mal video of the observer’s face. The facial region was
extracted using the Pretty Helpful Development Func-
tions toolbox for Face Recognition [54–56], which cal-
culated the intraocular displacement to detect a facial
region in an image. This facial region formed a tem-
plate for facial regions in each video frame of the ther-
mal videos. Facial regions in each frame was extracted
using MATLAB’s Template Matcher system [57]. The
Template Matcher was set to search for the minimum
difference pixel by pixel to find the area of the frame
that best matched the template.

The facial regions extracted from a video were split
into different sections. Grouped and arranged in order
of time of appearance in a video, the sectioned face re-
gions of video frames formed volumes. Statistics were
calculated for each volume segmented into 5 second
time intervals like the other stress signals. An example
of a thermal facial volume with a volume of a section
of the facial region is shown in Fig. 8.

Data from various frequency bands were extracted
from EEG signals and used to define some EEG fea-
tures. There are four main frequency band categories
used to analyze EEG signals, which are presented in

Start

End

Generate the initial population of 
chromosomes encoding features by 
randomly allocating bit values to 

indices in each chromosome

Calculate the fitness for each 
chromosome using the features 

represented by the chromosome to 
obtain the SVM/ANN’s performance 

value for stress recognition 

Generation limit of
1000 generations reached or

search converged where the change in 
fitness value of the chromosomes in the 

populations after each of the last 10 
consecutive generations is

bounded by 10-6

yes

Select the chromosome with the 
highest fitness

Select parent chromosomes and 
apply recombination using scattered 

crossover

Apply mutation to the offspring 
chromosomes

Select chromosomes using a 
stochastic uniform strategy to 

generate a new population for the 
next generation

Calculate the fitness for the 
offspring chromosomes using the 

features represented by the 
chromosome to obtain the SVM/

ANN’s performance value for stress 
recognition 

no

Generate features from the primary 
stress response signals and assign 

class labels to training input samples 
using experiment survey data

Fig. 8. The GA-SVM/GA-ANN observer stress classification sys-
tem.

Table 1. The band categories are Beta, Alpha, Theta
and Delta. Each band category represents some state
for a person. Beta and alpha waves represent conscious
states of a person whereas theta and delta waves sig-
nify unconscious states. Rapid beta wave frequencies
(and concomitant decrease in alpha wave frequencies)
have been found to indicate stress [13,24,25].

Measurements for Hjorth parameters [58] and frac-
tal dimensions [59] are other measures usually used in
analyzing EEG signals and were calculated and added
to the set of stress features. Hjorth parameters are time-
based characteristics of an EEG signal and the three
Hjorth parameters are the Activity, Mobility and Com-
plexity parameters. Suppose x is an EEG signal with
values for N equally spaced timestamps. Then the Ac-
tivity parameter is the variance of an EEG signal and
is defined by

Activity(x) =
∑N

n=1(xn − x̄)2

N
(1)
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The Mobility parameter is a measure of the signal
mean frequency. Given that x′ is the derivative of x,
then the Mobility parameter is defined by

Mobility(x) =

√
Activity(x′)
Activity(x)

(2)

The Complexity parameter is a measure of the devia-
tion of the EEG signal from the shape of the sine signal
and is defined by

Complexity(x) =

√
Mobility(x′)
Mobility(x)

(3)

Fractal dimension measures of an EEG signal provides
information of the space filling and self-similarity and
can be approximated using the following definition

Fractal Dimension(x) = 1 +
log(L)

log(2(N − 1))
(4)

where

L =
N∑

n=2

√
(x∗

n − x∗
n−1)

2 +

(
n

N
− (n− 1)

N − 1

)
(5)

and

x∗ =
x− xmin

xmax − xmin
(6)

The feature values were normalized by individual to
reduce the effect of individual bias in generating an
individual-independent observer stress classification
model.

4.2. Support vector machine models

SVMs have been widely used in the literature for
classification problems, including classifications based
on physiological data [60,61]. Provided a set of train-
ing samples, an SVM transforms the data samples us-
ing a nonlinear mapping to a higher dimension with the
aim to determine a hyperplane that partitions data by
class or labels. A hyperplane is chosen based on sup-
port vectors, which are training data samples that de-
fine maximum margins from the support vectors to the
hyperplane to form the best decision boundary. This at-
tempts to address the issue of data overfitting [62] and
helps to generalize classifications well.

Despite the useful characteristics, SVMs are still
not robust to input with redundant and irrelevant fea-
tures in classification and may lead the model to learn-
ing poor relationships between input tuples and out-
put classification labels. As a consequence, hybrids of
SVM with GA were used to reduce the effect of less
effective features showing stress patterns and to deter-
mine whether the hybrid improved the quality of clas-
sifications.

The SVM based stress classification models devel-
oped were:

– SVM: A SVM classification model that was pro-
vided all the features in the stress feature set as
input to recognize observer stress patterns.

– GA-SVM: A SVM that was provided features se-
lected by a GA as input to recognize observer
stress patterns.

4.3. Artificial neural network models

ANNs, inspired by biological neural networks, have
capabilities for learning patterns to recognize charac-
teristics in input tuples by classes. An ANN is made
up of interconnected processors, known as artificial
neurons, which are connected by weighted links that
pass signals between neurons to learn the relationship
between input and output tuples. In this paper, feed-
forward ANNs trained using backpropagation were
used. The layers and neurons in each layer define the
topology of a feed-forward ANN. Two topologies were
used, which differed only on the number of inputs. The
ANN based stress classification models were:

– ANN: An ANN classification model that used all
the features in the stress feature set as input to
recognize observer stress patterns just like SVM.

– GA-ANN: An ANN that used inputs selected by
a GA to recognize observer stress patterns.

The MATLAB adapt function was used for training
the ANNs on an incremental basis. Each network was
trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for
1000 epochs or until the magnitude of the gradient for
the mean squared error (MSE) was less than 10−5. The
MSE is the average squared error determined from the
actual output of the network and the expected output.
The ANNs had 7 hidden neurons and one neuron in the
output layer.

4.4. A genetic algorithm based hybrid classification
model

Classifiers such as SVMs or ANNs are not robust to
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Table 2
Implementation settings for the genetic algorithm in the genetic al-
gorithm based hybrid classification model

GA parameter Value/setting
Population size 100
Number of generations 2000
Crossover rate 0.80
Mutation rate 1/(length of the chromosome)
Crossover type Scattered crossover
Mutation type Uniform mutation
Selection type Stochastic uniform selection

feature sets with redundant and irrelevant features for
classification, so feature selection methods have been
developed that help the classifier models to better cap-
ture patterns in the data [63–65]. In this work, a hybrid
of either an SVM or ANN and a GA was used to opti-
mize features and reduce the redundant and irrelevant
features in the input feature set for the SVM and ANN
model. The hybrid was used to determine whether a
feature selection component in the stress classification
system improved the quality of the observer stress clas-
sification.

GAs are global search algorithms, and have been
commonly used to solve optimization problems [66].
The search algorithm is based on the concept of natu-
ral evolution. It evolves a population of candidate so-
lutions, represented by chromosomes, using crossover,
mutation and selection operators in search for a bet-
ter quality population based on some fitness measure.
Crossover and mutation operations are applied to chro-
mosomes to achieve diversity in the population and re-
duce the risk of the search being stuck with a local
optimal population. After each generation during the
search, the GA selects chromosomes, probabilistically
mostly made up of better quality chromosomes, for the
population in the next generation to direct the search to
more favorable chromosomes.

The initial population for the GA-SVM and the GA-
ANN used all the stress features available – primary
and derived. The number of features used by each chro-
mosome varied but the chromosome length was fixed
to be equal to the total number of features in the feature
space. A chromosome was a binary string where the
index for a bit represented a feature and the bit value
indicated whether the feature was used in the classifi-
cation. The fitness measure for a chromosome was the
correct classification rate of stress produced by a clas-
sification model calculated using 10-fold cross valida-
tion. The architecture for the GA-SVM/GA-ANN clas-
sification system is provided in Fig. 9. The system was
implemented with the parameter settings for the GA
given in Table 2. The computational model systems
were implemented in MATLAB [67].

Table 3
Performance measures for observer stress models for AVEs pro-
duced by the different individual-independent computational models
using 10-fold cross-validation

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM ANN GA-SVM GA-ANN
Accuracy 0.67 0.68 0.96 0.82*
F-score 0.67 0.67 0.96 0.82*

Table 4
Relative execution times for the different classification techniques

Type of stress classification model
SVM ANN GA-SVM GA-ANN

Execution time (hours) 0.01 0.07 4.44 76.36*

5. Results and discussion

SVM, ANN, GA-SVM and GA-ANN model sys-
tems were implemented and tested on the data sets col-
lected from observers for the different types of envi-
ronments – AVE, VE and RE. Each classification sys-
tem generated a feature set and built a classification
model from the human response signals. The feature
values were normalized by participant to reduce the ef-
fect of individual bias in the models before they were
provided as input to the models. Classification results
produced by the models were obtained using 10-fold
cross-validation.

5.1. Performance of the AVE observer stress models

Feature values were derived from observer stress
response signals for AVE and provided to the SVM,
ANN, GA-SVM and GA-ANN classification systems.
The classification performance results for AVEs are
presented in Table 3. Classifiers with a GA as the fea-
ture selection method produced better accuracy val-
ues. This shows that the GA hybrids captured stronger
stress patterns by reducing the effect of irrelevant and
redundant features in their models due to the feature
optimization component in the modeling systems. Fur-
ther, SVM and ANN produced similar accuracy values
and the GA hybrids produced classifications with sim-
ilar accuracy values.

Execution times for building and testing the mod-
els using 10-fold cross-validation were recorded and
are shown in Table 4. The GA hybrid approaches, GA-
ANN and GA-SVM, executed more build and test cy-
cles so they took longer to execute than the other tech-
niques to produce solutions. The execution times for
GA hybrids were recorded after the search reached
convergence except for GA-ANN, which took substan-
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Table 5
Performance measures for observer stress models for VEs defined
from primary stress signals in the set of contact sensors (without
consumer EEG device) using 10-fold cross validation

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM ANN GA-SVM GA-ANN
Accuracy 0.67 0.68 0.94 0.95
F-score 0.66 0.70 0.94 0.94

Table 6
Performance measures for stress classification models defined from
EEG signals of observers of virtual environments using 10-fold cross
validation

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM ANN GA-SVM GA-ANN
Accuracy 0.64 0.70 0.89 0.91
F-score 0.63 0.73 0.91 0.90

tially longer to execute. GA-ANN took at least three
days and it took the other approaches not more than a
few hours to produce a solution. Therefore, it was not
practical to let the GA-ANN search execute for longer.
Tables 1 and 2 have a * with the values to show results
at the point when the GA-ANN search was terminated.

Due to the relatively long execution times for the
GA based approaches to search and build a better
stress classification model, other feature selection ap-
proaches should be investigated in the future. These
approaches should maintain the capability of dealing
with high-dimensional data like the GA.

5.2. Performance of the VE observer stress models

The SVM, ANN, GA-SVM and GA-ANN classifi-
cation systems were also used to model observer stress
for VEs. The input data for the first set of models was
formed from stress data sourced using contact sensors
to collect stress response signals for VEs and used the
same type of features as the input features used to
model observer stress for AVEs. The classification re-
sults produced by the models are provided in Table 5.
The GA hybrid models produced the highest classifi-
cation accuracy values.

For models of observer stress in VE, we also inves-
tigated whether EEG signals sourced from a consumer
device, the EEG Emotiv system, can be used to de-
velop models that produce classification accuracy val-
ues similar to models that used stress response signals
from wired sensors. As a consequence, EEG features
were provided as input to the SVM, ANN, GA-SVM
and GA-ANN classification systems and the classifica-
tion results are shown in Table 6.

Table 7
Execution times for the stress classification methods

Type of stress classification model
SVM ANN GA-SVM GA-ANN

Execution time (hours) 0.01 0.09 4.58 96.03

Like the performance of the classification systems
on the signals sourced from wired sensors, GA hybrids
produced better classification results than the systems
that used all features to develop a model. In addition,
SVM and ANN produced similar accuracy values and
the GA hybrids produced classifications with similar
accuracy values.

Statistical analyses were conducted on the results
and in accordance with the Student’s T-test the GA
hybrid systems produced significantly better accuracy
values than the systems without the GA with p < 0.01.
Analysis of the accuracy values produced by systems
on the feature sets derived from stress response signals
and the EEG signals showed no statistical difference
for the two feature sets (p > 0.1). This suggests that
the EEG Emotiv system has the capability to capture
stress signals and has the potential to be used for stress
recognition in environments where intrusion needs to
be minimized for easier stress data acquisition and to
enhance the capturing of natural behaviours and activ-
ities.

Execution times were recorded for the modeling sys-
tems on the data set with signals sourced from wired
sensors for VEs. The execution times are given in Ta-
ble 7. GA-ANN took several days to produce a result,
which was significantly longer than the other model-
ing systems. On the other hand, the execution time for
GA-SVM was in the order of hours.

In terms of the quality of stress classifications pro-
duced and the amount of time taken to produce a result,
GA-SVM performed the best out of all the other clas-
sification methods with the highest accuracy and was
not the worst in terms of the execution time. Moreover,
SVM based modeling systems produced classification
accuracy results (as shown in Tables 1 and 3) similar
to ANN based modeling systems on data sets for AVE
and VE but the execution times (as provided in Tables 2
and 5) were significantly lower for the SVM systems.
As a consequence and from this point forward, ANN
systems will not be used to model observer stress from
data similar to the data sets that have been used for the
models so far.

5.3. Performance of the RE observer stress models

SVM and GA-SVM were implemented and tested
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Table 8
Performance measures for observer stress computational models for
real environments using 10-fold cross validation

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM GA-SVM
Accuracy 0.87 0.98
F-score 0.89 0.96

Table 9
Performance measures for stress computational models for classify-
ing real environments using observer stress response signals based
on 10-fold cross validation

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM SVM with optimized

stress features
Accuracy 0.79 0.95
F-score 0.82 0.96

on the observer stress data sets collected for REs. The
stress response signals for observers were provided as
input to the classification systems. Human reported
data showed that the first two stages of the interview
and meditation environments were significantly more
stressful than the last two stages of the environments
(p < 0.01). As a consequence, the data for the first two
stages of the environments were labelled as stressed
and the last two stages were labelled as not-stressed.
Stress classification results produced by the SVM and
GA-SVM on the RE data sets are presented in Table 8.
GA-SVM produced significantly better observer stress
classification rates than SVM.

The classification systems were provided with stress
response signals categorized by the type of environ-
ment setting – interview or meditation setting. Classi-
fication results produced by the models for the envi-
ronment setting using the stress response signals of ob-
servers are provided in Table 9.

The classification systems captured better observer
stress patterns to distinguish whether the observer was
stressed during a particular stage of an environment
(the performance results are summarized in Table 8)
than classification systems that distinguished whether
the observer was viewing an interview or meditation
environment (the performance results are summarized
in Table 9). Statistical analysis showed that observer
stress classification rates were better for classification
systems that classified stress classes based on the stage
of the environment (p < 0.05). Results from Tables 8
and 9 also show that stress patterns of observers were
common for a particular stage of the environment ir-
respective of the environment setting. For future work,
stress signals could be modeled for more than two en-
vironments and investigation can be done to determine

Table 10
Performance measures for stress computational models using 10-
fold cross validation for observers of the interview environment

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM SVM with optimized

stress features
Accuracy 0.84 0.90
F-score 0.80 0.89

Table 11
Performance measures for stress computational models using 10-
fold cross validation for observers of the meditation environment

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure SVM SVM with optimized

stress features
Accuracy 0.92 0.99
F-score 0.92 0.98

whether stress patterns captured in some of the envi-
ronments can be used to recognize stress in other envi-
ronments.

Stress response signals obtained from the Interview
environment was modeled using the SVM and GA-
SVM classification systems with the first two stages of
the interview environment labeled as stressed and the
last two stages labeled as not-stressed. Results for the
performance of the classification systems are given in
Table 10.

Similarly, the stress response signals for the ob-
servers of the meditation environment were modeled
using the SVM and GA-SVM classification systems.
Stress recognition results for the systems are presented
in Table 11.

For the different environment stages, the classifi-
cation systems captured better stress patterns for the
meditation environment than the interview environ-
ment (p < 0.01). This is the case because the med-
itation environment might have influenced the stress
levels for observers more over the course of the envi-
ronment than the interview environment. The results
correlate with the experiment survey responses, which
show that the change in stress for the meditation envi-
ronment was greater than the interview environment.

Feature subsets selected by the GAs in the GA-
SVM classification systems showed that the EEG band
power feature was common to all the feature sets. This
suggests that the band power feature had a stronger re-
lationship with stress classes than other types of fea-
tures used in the models for RE. SVM and GA-SVM
were modeled with the EEG band power features only
and their performance results for observer stress recog-
nition are given in Table 12. The stress recognition re-
sults could not be differentiated from the results ob-
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Table 12
Performance measures for stress computational models for observers of real environments using 10-fold cross validation using EEG band power
features as input

Classification Type of stress classification model
performance measure Stress classification Stress classification Stress classification by stages Stress classification by stages

by stages by environments for interview environment for meditation environment
Accuracy 0.96 0.92 0.86 0.95
F-score 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.95

tained from the GA-SVM classification systems for the
investigations done to report results in Tables 6–9 (p >
0.1).

6. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we developed computational models of
observer stress for three different types of typical en-
vironments – abstract virtual environments (text), vir-
tual environments (films) and real environments (real-
life settings). We proposed an architecture for model-
ing observer stress computationally and used the archi-
tecture to model observer stress for the different envi-
ronments. The models were developed using physio-
logical and physical sensor signals and human reported
data. We also investigated sensors appropriate for the
environments for signal data acquisition. We found that
models that used a genetic algorithm as a feature selec-
tion method helped to select salient features for stress
classification, dealt with irrelevant, redundant and cor-
rupted features, and provided better classifications than
the models that did not use feature selection. In addi-
tion, we developed models from signals sourced from
sensors suited to the environment by investigating and
comparing model performance from data sourced from
wired sensors that were quite obtrusive and methods
that minimized obtrusiveness through using wireless
consumer devices and video cameras. Our work pro-
vides research findings that have the potential to be
used in products to help individuals objectively man-
age their stress, which would help ameliorate a major
cause for health, social and economic concern in our
society.
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